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Abstract
Microbiologists often evaluate microbial community dynamics by formulating functional hypotheses based on ecological processes. Indeed, many of the methods and
terms currently used to describe animal microbiomes derive from ecology and evolutionary biology. As our understanding of the composition and functional dynamics
of “the microbiome” grows, we increasingly refer to the host as an ecosystem within
which microbial processes play out. Even so, an ecosystem service framework that
extends to the context of the host has thus far been lacking. Here, we argue that
ecosystem services are a useful framework with which to consider the value of
microbes to their hosts. We discuss those “microbiome services” in the specific context of the mammalian gut, providing a context from which to develop new
hypotheses and to evaluate microbial functions in future studies and novel systems.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

greater host fitness. Those gene variants can be associated with host
morphologies that favour microbiome services beneficial to the host,

Animals are inhabited by microbial communities that together are

which in turn filters the lineages and species present in the host’s

referred to as “the microbiome.” These microbiomes can provide

microbial community. As a key example, in herbivores that consume

both benefits and costs to their host. Here, we argue that the con-

high proportions of dietary fibre, selection has favoured complex gut

cept of ecosystem services is a useful framework within which to

morphologies inhabited by microbial communities that are able to

consider the value of microbes to their hosts in general, and specifi-

ferment dietary fibre. Such a scenario is highly dynamic, with selec-

cally, provides a framework in which to begin to predict when

tion on hosts favouring both host genes associated with certain

microbes are most likely to offer “services” to their host in terms of

microbial processes, as well as on the microbes that carry them out.

health and reproductive fitness. Our work builds upon and extends

But to further complete the ecological analogy, the microbes are

recent work in which other investigators have productively bor-

perpetually interacting with each other, often as competitors, or

rowed ecological frameworks to understand microbiome composition

even as predators and prey. This system is complex, and it is this

and change (Cho & Blaser, 2012; Christian et al., 2015; Costello,

complexity that makes it both interesting and potentially informative

Stagaman, Dethlefsen, Bohannan, & Relman, 2012; Fierer et al.,

for larger questions in ecology and evolution. Here, we discuss “mi-

2012; Leser & Mølbak, 2009; McFall-Ngai et al., 2013; Relman,

crobiome services” in the specific context of mammalian guts. We

2012; Stilling, Bordenstein, Dinan, & Cryan, 2014; Walter & Ley,

provide a context from which to develop new hypotheses and to

2011), but broadens this effort by considering ecosystem services.

evaluate microbial functions in future studies and novel systems.

The host–microbe system is a unique context in which to con-

Though focused on the gut microbiome, the concepts introduced

sider ecosystem services, in as much as the host is always under

here are sufficiently general to apply to other host “ecosystems” and

selection to extract more services from the microbes (and shape the

to larger questions of symbiotic interactions.

microbes in such a way as to provide those services), while the

Dispersal, diversification, environmental selection and drift have

microbes are under selection to extract more benefits from the host.

traditionally informed hypotheses about the composition of microbial

Selection on the host favours variants of host genes associated with

communities (Costello et al., 2012; Vellend, 2010). While these

Molecular Ecology. 2018;1–9.
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ecological processes provide a framework for understanding micro-

the environment. Several features of gastrointestinal physiology

bial membership (Costello et al., 2012), they do not address the

also affect microbial dispersal: for example, peristalsis moves

interactions or exchanges that comprise the host–microbiome rela-

ingesta (including microbes) down the length of the gut. The

tionship. Other reviews have enumerated the services provided by

length or complexity of the gut is typically coupled to gut transit

environmental microorganisms (Bodelier, 2011; Lemanceau et al.,

time; and one can predict that where dispersal rates (i.e., gut pas-

2015) or suggested that Vellend’s ecological processes may impact

sage rates) are higher, the change in composition in the gut

host health by shaping microbial community composition and func-

microbiome through time will also be higher. Indeed, previous

tionality (Costello et al., 2012; Martiny, Jones, Lennon, & Martiny,

studies have shown that lemurs with shorter gut lengths and

2015). However, an ecosystem service framework that directly

transit times exhibit greater microbial and metagenomic variation

extends microbial functions to the context of the host has thus far

compared to species with more complex guts and slower moving

been lacking.

digesta (McKenney, O’Connell, Rodrigo, & Yoder, 2017; McKen-

A recent review highlighted several microbial characteristics (in-

ney, Rodrigo, & Yoder, 2015).

cluding beneficial functions such as the production of goods and

2. Environmental selection favours specific functions and roles in a

antibiotics) as pitfalls to the application of classical ecological and

given system that are best adapted to specific environmental

evolutionary theory to microbiomes (Koskella, Hall, & Metcalf, 2017).

conditions (Martiny et al., 2015). An herbivorous diet, for exam-

It is important to note that, while the traditional ecosystem service

ple, selects for microbes that are specifically adept at digesting

perspective is useful, it also requires heavy adaptation to bring it

fibre (McKenney, Greene, Drea, & Yoder, 2017; McKenney,

fully to bear on host–microbe interactions. Here, we focus specifi-

O’Connell et al., 2017; McKenney et al., 2015; Stevens & Hume,

cally on functions collectively performed by the microbiome, to

1998). The morphology of the gut also influences which microbial

remove the dependence on classification of individual members that

species can survive, whether as a function of the relative avail-

has proven a stumbling block to other classical frameworks. We also

ability of oxygen or other features, while stomach acidity acts as

invoke the model of the microbiome as an “ecosystem on a leash”

a restrictive filter that prevents many species from colonizing the

(Foster, Schluter, Coyte, & Rakoff-Nahoum, 2017), which provides

intestines or caecum (Beasley, Koltz, Lambert, Fierer, & Dunn,

evolutionary grounding for host selection of microbial communities

2015). Stomachs differ in the extent to which they prevent dis-

that provide beneficial services.

persal as a function of their acidity, which both varies among

We first review Vellend’s processes in the specific context of the

species and also differs during the lifetime of an individual ani-

gut to summarize the community ecology framework that has previ-

mal. In addition, through the production of mucins, the host can

ously been adopted. We focus on hindgut fermenters, in which the

actively alter the environment of the gut and which microbes are

bulk of the microbiome resides in the caecum and colon, although

favoured.

certainly, all four processes should proceed with similar effect in

3. Diversification of gut community members occurs over evolution-

foregut fermenting hosts as well. We then develop a framework

ary time, whether in response to competition, novel niches, dis-

building on ecosystem ecology and the concept of ecosystem ser-

persal into new hosts, or other factors. Gut lineages also

vices, using the same categorical subheadings originally used to

diversify in response to host diversification (Ley, Peterson, &

describe ecosystem services (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment,

Gordon, 2006; Toft & Andersson, 2010). However, in as much as

2005). After explicitly drawing parallels between each microbiome

bacterial evolution is rapid relative to the life expectancies of

service and its ecosystem service counterpart, we predict specific

hosts, diversification may also happen on very short timescales

cases when microbiome services impact host fitness and identify
cases when they are cultivated through specific host behaviours.

within the lives of individual hosts.
4. Finally, drift comprises stochastic processes that contribute to
community structure. Gut transit eliminates a portion of the community (comprising transient membership) with waste. Therefore,

2 | ECOLOGICAL PROCESSES

transit may increase the effects of drift by decreasing the relative
abundance of specific species, because drift affects rare species

With regard to the gut microbiome, diet, gut morphology and gut

more than common species.

physiology together define the environment unique to each host
ecosystem, and that environment shapes the traits of the micro-

More recently, community assembly has been added to the

biome. Figure 1 presents several features of the gut that influence

traditional framework for understanding the community develop-

the diversity and composition of the gut microbiome and, ultimately,

ment of the gut microbiome (Nemergut et al., 2013). Previous

its services. They are here summarized:

studies evaluating primary and secondary succession detected similar trends in diversity, with complexity increasing but interindivid-

1. Dispersal includes factors that help or hinder the spread of spe-

ual variation decreasing as communities assemble over time

cies and is a central principle of biogeography. As applied to the

(Figure 2). After birth, nursing infants initially exhibit high gut

gut microbiome, each meal provides an influx of microbes associ-

microbial variation; but diet predictably shapes community struc-

ated with the food itself, as well as biotic and abiotic features of

ture, and convergence towards stable adult climax communities is
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F I G U R E 1 The gut embodies ecological processes that either positively or negatively impact microbial diversity. Gut features and their
influences on diversity are diagrammed here as a relationship network (a) and longitudinal steps through the gut (b)

(a)

A

(b)

F I G U R E 2 Microbiomes undergo similar colonization processes after birth and disease events. Community complexity, measured by alpha
diversity, increases as opportunistic pioneer species give way to beneficial mutualists. Conversely, the variation between microbiomes,
measured by beta diversity, decreases as membership converges towards the climax community typical of a healthy adult. (a) Primary
succession dynamics from birth to weaning were characterized in three lemur species (Erin A McKenney et al., 2015) and correlated with
metagenomic enrichment and functional specialization specific to each host species (McKenney, Greene et al., 2017; McKenney, O’Connell
et al., 2017). (b) Secondary succession dynamics were characterized in folivorous lemurs infected with Cryptosporidium (McKenney, Greene
et al., 2017; McKenney, O’Connell et al., 2017)

characterized by metagenomic enrichment and functional special-

community composition after disturbance by enteric disease

ization specific to each host diet (McKenney, Greene et al., 2017;

(McKenney, Greene et al., 2017). In both cases, opportunistic spe-

McKenney, O’Connell et al., 2017; McKenney et al., 2015). Simi-

cies are common in the environment and readily colonize the gut;

larly, gut microbiomes follow different trajectories to recover initial

but these early invaders are typically out-competed in later stages

4
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step” to sustainable ecosystems, from which all other services derive.

opportunists and potential pathogens also proliferate in gut envi-

Pioneer products—the metabolites produced by initial colonizing

ronments where diarrhoea or antibiotic treatment disrupt the

taxa—provide a foundation for community development, in the same

stable climax community (Figure 2B) (Chang et al., 2008; McKen-

way that primary production supplies an energy source for food

ney, Greene et al., 2017; McKenney, O’Connell et al., 2017), they

webs by converting light to carbohydrates (Millennium Ecosystem

too are out-competed as subjects recover and resume consuming

Assessment, 2005; De Groot, Wilson, & Boumans, 2002). Initial colo-

a high-fibre diet.

nization inherently transforms the environment, creating niche space

Although the four ecological processes of dispersal, environmen-

for additional species (McNally & Brown, 2015). For example, many

tal selection, diversification and drift are critical for determining and/

pioneer species, which colonize the gut at birth and remain in the

or shaping microbial membership in the hindgut community, and thus

nursing infant, are oxygen tolerant (i.e., Enterobacteriaceae) (McKen-

apt for purposes of analogy, the effect of the gut microbiome on the

ney et al., 2015). These pioneer species consume oxygen and pro-

host may be better conceptualized by an ecosystem service frame-

duce metabolites that alter the gut environment (i.e., by changing pH

work. Organisms and habitats collectively perform beneficial func-

or by stimulating the development of the host immune system or

tions, referred to as ecosystem services, which contribute to

intestinal tissue). Together, these pioneer products promote the

ecosystem stability and production. In macroecology, ecosystem ser-

growth of anaerobic species and other taxa more typical of the

vices provide a framework for conceptualizing ecosystem dynamics

stable climax communities found in healthy adults (i.e., Ruminococ-

and interdependence. More recently, ecosystem services have been

caceae) (McKenney et al., 2015; McNally & Brown, 2015).

assigned monetary values to emphasize their economic importance

Another important aspect of microbial colonization involves bio-

and to inform public and private policy (Braat & de Groot, 2012;

film formation across the intestinal mucus membrane, analogous to

Costanza et al., 1997). Here, we outline a “microbiome services”

soil formation. The cost to bacteria of the cooperation required to

framework, which similarly incorporates supporting services, provi-

form a biofilm is outweighed by the potential benefits of reduced

sioning services, regulating services and cultural services (Table 1).

predation on large numbers of cells and the increased efficiency of
interactions between those cells (Rainey & Rainey, 2003). The biofilm itself also changes the spatial and chemical features of the envi-

3 | MICROBIOME SERVICES

ronment (Rainey & Travisano, 1998): each microbe’s discrete
physiological differences contribute to the environmental gradients

3.1 | Supporting services

and heterogeneity that ultimately increase niche diversity (Donald-

Supporting services, such as pioneer products, biofilm formation and

son, Lee, & Mazmanian, 2016). Microbial metabolites not only feed

nutrient cycling, make all other services possible; they are the “first

other microbial taxa (a process referred to as “cross-feeding”), but
often double as chemical signals to other microbial species and to

T A B L E 1 Key services provided (or potentially provided) by the
microbiome to the host and the ecosystem services to which they
correspond. Here, it is key to bear in mind that a service can be
either positive (a beneficial service) or negative, a disservice from
the host perspective

as butyrate, stimulate host intestinal cell specialization (Leser &
Mølbak, 2009), while others train the host immune system to distinguish microbial mutualists and commensals from potential pathogens.
In this way, environmental engineering paves the way for the micro-

Category

Ecosystem servicesa

Microbiome services

bial species typical of climax communities in healthy adults, by alter-

Supporting

Primary production

Pioneer products

ing the host ecosystem to provide for and favour those climax

Soil formation

Biofilm formation

species.

Nutrient cycling

e.g., Methanogenesis,
urea

nutrient cycling—the process by which nutrients move from the

Food, energy

Short chain fatty acids

environment (host gut and ingesta) to microbes, between microbes

Genes, medicine

Antibiotics

and the host, and ultimately back to the environment (Martiny et al.,

Minerals

Vitamins

2015). A special case of the “cross-feeding” mentioned above, nutri-

Ornaments

Scent and coloration

ent cycling promotes ecosystem stability by maximizing energy har-

Waste decomposition

Detoxification
Colonization resistance,
immunomodulation

vest and increasing microbial niche space (Estrela et al., 2015). In the

Climate regulation

Resilience, functional
overlap

digestion of starch and fibre unlocks carbon sources for diverse bac-

Cognitive development

Mood, anxiety/
depression

and glucose, with hydrogen gas as a by-product (Stevens & Hume,

Customs, rituals

Fermented food/drink

Provisioning

Regulating

Pest/disease control

Cultural

a

the host (Estrela, Whiteley, & Brown, 2015). Some metabolites, such

Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005).

After a food web has established, the ecosystem is sustained by

gut, microbes use nutrient cycling to reclaim and provide nutrients
that are otherwise unavailable to the host. For example, microbial
teria as well as the host by producing short chain fatty acids (SCFA)
1998). SCFA are removed via host absorption (see further discussion
of SCFA under Provisioning services); but archaea use the hydrogen
gas as a substrate to produce methane, thereby removing that

MCKENNEY
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product to further catalyse fermentation. While glucose can be con-

also prevent inflammatory disease and colon cancer (Vachali, Bhos-

verted directly to CO2 and H2, this global reaction does not release

ale, & Bernstein, 2012).

as much energy as the process of methanogenesis. By integrating

Carotenoids comprise some of the most ubiquitous pigments in

two tiers of nutrient cycling, methanogenic microbial communities

nature and contribute to visual communication in addition to physio-

maximize energy harvest from available fermentation substrates.

logical health (Vachali et al., 2012). Goldfinch feathers, red-spotted

The urea cycle offers another mode of nutrient cycling, in which

newt juveniles, flamingos’ pink (derived from pink shrimps, which in

nitrogen is passed between the host and its microbes (Martiny et al.,

turn get their colour from microscopic red algae) and even the yel-

2015; Stevens & Hume, 1998). Bacteria in the gut first break down

low-orange of duck and chicken legs, all owe their characteristic

dietary and endogenous sources of amino acids to produce bacterial

hues to carotenoids. Bacteria may also contribute to plumage colour

protein and ammonia. The ammonia is next transported to the liver

in birds structurally, by colonizing the surface of the feathers (Shaw-

to provide raw material for host protein synthesis. Some of the

key, Pillai, Hill, Siefferman, & Roberts, 2007). Coloration plays a role

resulting urea waste product is then returned to the gut for micro-

in communication, particularly mate selection, suggesting yet again

bial conversion to ammonia. A previous study detected significantly

that microbes affect their host’s fitness. Most social animals, how-

enriched pathways for nitrogen reclamation via the urea cycle in

ever, communicate information (e.g., age, sex, physiological status)

folivorous (leaf-eating) compared to frugivorous (fruit-eating) lemurs

through scent, and a large part of the scent profile is attributable to

(McKenney, Greene et al., 2017; McKenney, O’Connell et al., 2017).

skin bacteria (Kuhn & Natsch, 2009). Separate studies have docu-

In other words, animals that eat diets low in nitrogen have devel-

mented distinct bacterial communities that appear to mediate the

oped mechanisms, including partnership with microbes, to reclaim

different chemical profiles in the scent glands of wild hyenas (Theis

more nitrogen from their food than would otherwise be provided.

et al., 2013) and meerkats (Leclaire, Jacob, Greene, Dubay, & Drea,
2017).

3.2 | Provisioning services
Microbial provisioning services create material benefits including

3.3 | Regulating services

SCFA, antibiotics, vitamins, coloration and scent, for the host. While

Microbiomes provide a safeguard to stabilize and maintain environ-

fibre is inaccessible to most mammalian hosts, SCFA can be

mental conditions through detoxification, colonization resistance,

absorbed and used by the host metabolism (Stevens & Hume, 1998).

resilience and functional overlap. Similarly, microbiomes provide reg-

Starch is fermented to produce the fatty acid propionate, which fuels

ulating services that help to maintain a stable environment in and on

gluconeogenesis, the metabolic pathway that results in glucose pro-

the host. For example, gut microbiota play an important role in

duction (Stevens & Hume, 1998). This pathway is especially impor-

detoxification of “biohazardous waste” comprising poisonous or

tant in cattle and other animals that do not consume dietary sugar.

other undesirable ingesta that hosts cannot digest. Many plants pro-

Fermentation of fibre produces the fatty acids butyrate and acetate,

duce secondary compounds to deter herbivores. These chemical

which are used for ATP synthesis. Butyrate is used on-site by

defences come in many flavours (although most are bitter): some act

intestinal cells, while acetate is transported to peripheral muscle tis-

directly as poison (i.e., creosote) (Kohl & Dearing, 2016); others pre-

sues to be converted to ATP or adipose (Stevens & Hume, 1998).

vent the absorption of nutrients and minerals (i.e., tannins, phytic

Microbial production of antibiotics may benefit the host, either

acid) (McKenney, Greene et al., 2017; McKenney, O’Connell et al.,

directly by inhibiting the growth of pathogens (see colonization resis-

2017); and some even disrupt the reproductive cycle (i.e., phytoe-

tance under Regulating services) (Estrela et al., 2015) or indirectly by

strogens: If you cannot beat them, prevent future generations from

altering host metabolism to promote weight gain. Low doses of

being born). To varying extents, the gut microbiome can adapt to

antibiotics have been used in the food industry to increase animal

digest any ingesta that the host cannot; and this includes secondary

growth rates for decades (Feighner & Dashkevicz, 1987; Quigley,

compounds. By breaking down these compounds, gut microbes

Drewry, Murray, & Ivey, 1997), and increased antibiotic use and

effectively detoxify otherwise harmful foods. Gut microbes facilitate

exposure correlate with increased obesity in humans (Riley, Raphael,

intake of creosote and tannins in wood rats (Kohl & Dearing, 2016),

& Faerstein, 2013).

and McKenney et al. detected enriched microbial metabolic path-

Gut microbes also produce vitamins that satisfy host requirements and prevent oxidative stress. For example, gut microbes

ways for tannin and phytic acid degradation in folivorous lemurs
(McKenney, Greene et al., 2017; McKenney, O’Connell et al., 2017).

supplement exogenous sources of B-vitamins (i.e., folate and B12)

A diverse gut ecosystem can also regulate populations of pests

and vitamin K (Hill, 1997; LeBlanc et al., 2013), which mammalian

or disease. In the gut, climax microbial communities provide colo-

hosts cannot produce. Other vitamins, such as A and C, are

nization resistance against pathogens by competing for available

microbially synthesized from cofactors (i.e., acetyl-CoA) and carote-

resources. With all niches occupied, invasive pathogens are left with

noids, which are exclusively synthesized by plants and microbes.

restricted access to resources and persist at low levels or not at all.

Carotenoids are not only precursors to vitamin A, but also provide

Indeed, only when the healthy gut microbiome is decimated by

antioxidant protection against free-radical damage, meaning that

antibiotics can Clostridium difficile wreak havoc on human health

gut microbes not only supplement vitamin requirements but may

(Waaij, 1989). In addition to outcompeting pathogens, commensal
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microbes help the host protect itself by modulating the immune sys-

improvement in flavours, nutritional qualities and storage abilities.

tem directly (Forsythe & Bienenstock, 2010).

Fermented foods thus not only provide an additional exogenous

Stable microbial communities with high diversity not only resist
colonization by pathogens (Estrela et al., 2015); they are also consid-

source of microbial supplements, but also serve to enrich and distinguish the diversity of human cultures.

ered more resilient to changing conditions (Lozupone, Stombaugh,
Gordon, Jansson, & Knight, 2012). High-diversity microbiomes provide a buffer to change by utilizing available resources through a
combination of functional overlap and niche specialization. Different
microbial species may produce similar digestive enzymes that break

4 | DISCUSSION
4.1 | Predicting host fitness

down the same substrate, but the performance of each species is

Microbes are increasingly credited with driving functional character-

optimized under different environmental conditions (McNally &

istics that are classically considered to be host-derived (i.e., beha-

Brown, 2015). This physiological “variation on a theme” (also dis-

viours and scent, as described above). Assuming that microbiome

cussed in reference to biofilm formation under Supporting services)

services increase the fitness of the host, the absence of such ser-

ensures that community-level function is preserved over time.

vices should negatively impact host fitness. Our microbiome services
perspective thus helps to explain overarching patterns and inform

3.4 | Cultural services

hypothesis development. Below, we outline specific cases when we
would expect more microbes to fit a particular process.

We can define microbial cultural services as ones that enrich host

We first predict that provisioning and regulating services increase

behavioural, social and aesthetic experience. Indeed, shifts in (or

fitness in animals that consume high-fibre or toxic foods. Mammals

absence of) gut microbiota have been shown to impact neural devel-

are dependent on their gut microbes to digest dietary fibre. There-

opment in vertebrates, cognitive function, mood and behaviour (Luna

fore, herbivores tend to evolve complex gut morphologies character-

& Foster, 2015). For example, microbes influence our social interac-

ized by elongated intestines and/or a voluminous caecum (Chivers &

tions via scent and visual signals (see Provisioning services). They also

Hladik, 1984; Stevens & Hume, 1998), both to facilitate the growth

directly impact our cognitive development and day-to-day function

of fermentative communities and to maximize provisioning services

(Sampson & Mazmanian, 2015): Atypical gut community composition

(i.e., fermentative productivity). In addition to containing dietary

has been tied to tantrums in toddlers (Christian et al., 2015) and

fibre, some plants also produce secondary defence compounds that

anxiety and depression—or avoidance thereof—in adults (Marin

either prevent nutrient absorption (i.e., tannins) or are toxic to herbi-

et al., 2017). Direct modulations are probably achieved through the

vores (i.e., creosote). In animals that consume these toxic plants, the

production of neuroactive molecules including neurotransmitters,

gut microbiota provides regulating services (i.e., detoxification). This

hormones and SCFA, which are readily absorbed into the blood-

functional role has been established in wood rats (Kohl & Dearing,

stream and often small enough to cross the blood–brain barrier

2016), but we predict that detoxification probably also benefits foliv-

(Dinan, Stilling, Stanton, & Cryan, 2015). Gut microbes may be espe-

orous lemurs (McKenney, Greene et al., 2017; McKenney, O’Connell

cially important to primates and other social animals, as they con-

et al., 2017) and other herbivores. Furthermore, additional detoxifi-

tribute to individual recognition and social interactions (Archie &

cation pathways (i.e., metal metabolism) may offer protection to ani-

Tung, 2015). Thus, social interactions and group size may both facili-

mals in disturbed or polluted habitats, thus enhancing their likelihood

tate and be mediated by transmission of microbiota (Montiel-Castro,

for survival in inhospitable environments and, consequently, their

 pez, 2013).
Gonz
alez-Cervantes, Bravo-Ruiseco, & Pacheco-Lo

reproductive fitness.

Beyond the body, microbial cultures lie at the heart of human

Next, we propose that provisioning services may have increased

cultures. Thousands of varieties of fermented foods and drinks play

value to the host in specific habitats. While several factors including

key social and nutritional roles in human societies (Katz, 2016;

historical biogeography, resource availability and predation are known

Steinkraus, 1997), including bread (Gobbetti, Minervini, Pontonio, Di

to influence the distribution of herbivores, gut microbial fermentation

Cagno, & De Angelis, 2016), beer, wine, cheese, yoghurt, sauerkraut

also facilitates the host niche through metabolite provisioning (Amato

and kimchee (Jung et al., 2011). Several of the microbial taxa found

et al., 2015). Fermentation produces heat as well as metabolites

in fermented foods (i.e., Lactobacillus, Enterococcus, Streptococcus,

(Dale, Stewart, & Brody, 1954), and consequently, the heat of fer-

Actinobacteria, Klebsiella and Pseudomonas) (Tamang, Watanabe, &

mentation may potentially benefit the hosts, particularly for animals

Holzapfel, 2016) are also associated with the human body (Hutten-

that live in cold climates. In such cases, microbes may even be cred-

hower et al., 2012). These shared taxa also perform similar functions

ited with facilitating the ability of herbivores to live at high altitudes

to the gut microbiome, digesting food substrates to produce vitamins

by conferring an indirect thermoregulatory advantage to their hosts.

and SCFAs. The latter products, particularly lactic acid and acetic

Finally, we predict that animals at high risk of infection by patho-

acid, decrease pH, thereby altering the environment to select against

gens will benefit from regulating services, specifically colonization

potential pathogens and further promote growth of beneficial fer-

resistance (Lozupone et al., 2012). Previous studies have linked “im-

mentative populations (Tamang, Shin, Jung, & Chae, 2016). Together,

mature” or disrupted microbial communities with susceptibility to

the functional roles of microbes in fermented foods often involve

infection, with younger animals exhibiting more acute symptoms and

MCKENNEY
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greater GM variation. A study of captive lemurs infected with Cryp-

in an arms race, and each would like to cheat the other (i.e., maxi-

tosporidium (McKenney, Greene et al., 2017; McKenney, O’Connell

mize the service of their competitor while minimizing cost). While

et al., 2017) validates this prediction by demonstrating that mature

services in general can be evaluated using a variety of measures, the

animals are far more robust to infection than are juveniles. This finding

chosen metrics are critical for clarifying the relationship between

reinforces the idea that fully developed GMs may be more resilient to

hosts and their microbes. For example, host reproductive fitness or

enteric disease. Indeed, decreased GM diversity is associated with

metrics of health can be measured to gauge the relative impact or

Clostridium difficile infection in human adults (Chang et al., 2008), and

value of services such as microbial metabolites, which can also be

whole faecal community transplants provide the most effective, reli-

quantified. Future efforts to quantify and compare the net effects of

able method to treat antibiotic-resistant C. difficile infection (Petrof

microbiome services across multiple hosts and contexts (i.e., health

et al., 2013), further suggesting that colonization resistance prevents

status, life stage and environment) will therefore be critical to

pathogenicity.

advancing our understanding of the host-microbiome relationship.

Conversely, the same microbial functions that we predict would
benefit a host might become disadvantageous outside of the co-evolutionary context. One example of mismatch is (de)toxification and
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4.2 | Maximizing the benefits of microbiome
services
Given the diverse set of services that microbial communities provide to
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their hosts, it is perhaps not surprising that practices are common
among animals to facilitate the establishment of these communities. For
example, many mammals practise coprophagy—the deliberate ingestion
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